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A WORD TO RKTURNED SOLDIERS

You possibly do not fully realize what humanity has

gained through your unselfish sacrifices.

Democracy has supplanted autocracy as ruler of the

world and we are on the eve of reforms that will revolu-

tionize the relationship of man to man.

No longer will the worker be compelled by force of

circumstance to supply large and unnecessary incomes

for the rich. The reward of his efforts will remain with

himself.

A would-be paternal government will assist you to

become farmers and house owners by enforcing an inter-

est charge that will equal the original loan in 18 years

and you will still owe the full amount. If you insist on

an issue of extinguishable legal tender to provide the

needed funds, the loan will be repaid with half the effort.

Join hands with us in demanding financial reform and

money will be available as well for larger pensions and

the assistance you may require in years to come, when

the cumulative effects of your arduous campaigns are

bound to be felt even if you seem in perfect health now.

Help us to get this book read by everyone.
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CIIAPTUR I.

Tniv Situation.

Another rcvol'iuun in tla- relationship of man to man
is about due. Tliere have been several more or less

sanguinary, and in every case right and justice have

triumi)hed over greed and oppression. Within the

memory of many now living, human slavery, an institu-

tion as old as humanity itself, was definitely and irrevoc-

ably abolished. Some generations ago liberty of con-

science was established in all progressive countries after

years of strife, and as a result of still further agitation

and a decisive war, the people as opposed to aristocracy

came into possession of political power, and to-day in

every civilized country the will of a majority of the

electors is supreme.

Notwithstanding the triumph of these necessary and

fundamental reforms, financial equality between man and

man has still to be secured. Many individuals are in

possession of wealth beyond all their legitimate or pos-

sible needs, while others are so poor they can barely

support their families even after the most laborious daily

toil, and yet the millionaire and laborer may not be

intellectually at all unequal; compulsory education with

cheap newspapers and books have seen to that.

As the situation appears to me, workingmen are not

fully awake to the 'mperative need of financial reform,

though possibly as much so as any other class. Looked

at as a bluff, it is all right to demand increased wages

and shorter hours, but economic conditions are not sus-

ceptible to such influences; only legislation can affect

them for better or worse, and while the expenditure of
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public money secured by borrowing may alleviate any

situation temporarily, it is not a process that can be car-

ried on indefinitely, and when such borrowings come to

an end, as they must, we will be worse oS than ever on

account of the interest charges that must be paid out of

the earnings of the very class the loans were supposed

to assist, and who must also repay to the last dollar the

principal sum, in the same manner that they supply the

incomes the rich enjoy.

So far from being hopeless of the outlook, I am ex-

tremely optimistic, but reform must be fundamental and

not a mere temporary- expedient designed to let us be-

come gradt-ally accustomed to less wages and a lower

standaid of living by borrowing and using other people's

money on public works, as a measure of relief for the

time being, regardless of the need of laying the founda-

tion for future welfare, deep and abiding.

We must not imagine that conditions will automatic-

ally improve or that they are better now than they have

ever been. Activity caused by a state of war is only

temporary, and should be entirely left out of our calcula-

tions concerning the future relationship of human beings

to continually increasing aggregations of capital. The

outlook at present is anything but encouraging. Capital

is intrenched as never before and presumably feels sure

of its profits and dividends, which of a certainty must be

earned by those who do the work of the country; and in

addition there is the interest on an enormous war debt

that must be paid out of the earnings of someone, and

as only toil creates wealth, whose toil it will come from

is not difficult to guess.

Now that a League of Nations is assured, we must

think of the world as an industrial whole and be prepared

to face a competition, not of armaments and fighting
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men, but of factories and production t' at will test to the

uttermost, our skill and ability to piotect our pres-^nt

high standard of living. Not only will we have to meet

the competition of the carefully trained and cheap labor

of Europe, but the still cheaper labor of Oriental countries

whose capitalists are fully awake to the profits that may

be made by manufacturing for the world's markets ; and

that native capital is sure to be increased by American

and English gold whose owners will seek to exploit cheap

labor to the limit. If reports are true, great progress is

being made in manufacturing in India and Burma, as

well as in Japan and China, and with the establishment

of branches of Canadian banks in those countries, large

importations of cheap goods will follow a-^ surely as night

follows day, unless labor consents to a material reduction

in wages in an effort to keep them out, or, what is more

likely, adopts heroic measures to protect itself against

both cheap goods and the exactions of accumulated

wealth.

The fundamental problem of mankind is to provide

itself with food. But the introduction of labor-saving

machinery and improved methods of cultivation have so

increased the productive capacity of the individual agri-

culturist that a less proportion of all available labor is

now required to produce the food of the people than at

any other time in the world's history. On account of its

perishable nature enough food is all that is needed. Not

only would a considerable proportion of a large over-

production be valueless, but over-production itself would

have such a depressing effect on prices, that the producers

would receive no adequate compensation for their labors

in money or in other products. An income may usually

be secured direct' '• o. indirectly from most forms of

accumulated wealth, but no such returns could possibly
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be expected from wealth in lue form of accumulated sup-

plies of food, even could it be preserved for any consid-

erable length of time, as any attempt to obtain such re-

turns in the way of interest charges would in a few years

absorb the entire value. So we must conclude that in

food production, labor can only be profitably employed

in supplying what is required for immediate or almost

immediate consumption.

As the productive capacity of the individual agricul-

turist increases, a larger proportion of the total popula-

tion must necessarily become dwellers in urban com-

munities where their energy will be directed towards the

creation of other forms of wealth; and to see that this

labor is sufficiently employed and adequately remuner-

ated, will be the problem of the immediate future. Par-

ticularly will it be a problem that the workers themselves

should be deeply interested in.

The indications are that agricultural machinery will

continue to be improved from year to year and its use

become universal. In other industries machinery will

still continue to replace human hands, so that the read-

justments of labor nmst be continuous. Food will be

produced in abundance and with little labor as compared

with the past, as will every other commodity, and the

problem is to so regulate compensation and opportunity

to work, that ever>'one may be able to enjoy their fair

share of the total production. That this is not only

possible, but inevitable, we must conclude when we con-

sider that our workingmen seem determined to get a

square deal from the financial and other interests that

hitherto have absorbed the profits from natural sources

of wealth, that should have been divided with some regard

to equality, with those whose labor alone made them

available for use and enjoyment.

i
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Upheaval from the bottom has very often been neces-

sary to reform and progress, but less effort is required

now than ever before to bring about desired changes. As

a matter of fact we enjoy the fullest liberty it is possible

for a race or nation to enjoy. There is no power on earth

that can prevent a majority of the voters controlling the

Government through their elected representatives, and

having such laws enacted as they desire. If any class of

the community suffer from unjust laws, it is on account

of their own ignorance of what they are entitled to have,

and lack of organized effort to secure it.

Our last war loans have not yet been expended, and

until they are, wages may not materially decrease as

employment can be found for thousands of men on public

works. But after that the deluge; not only of cheap

foreign labor, but of cheap goods. By that time other

countries will have their industries organized and running

on a peace footing, and the millions who are precluded

from agricultural employment will find but one avenue

open for their efforts, and that will be in the production

of forms of wealth other than food.

Every effort will be made by those who enjoy special

privileges to befog the issue, but the situation should be

clear to ever>'one of ordinary understanding. The inter-

est charges on a huge war debt will have to be met as

well as the usual expenses of government. Besides that,

a large crop of millionaires or near millionaires haS been

made and added to those already in existence, as a result

of excessive prices having been paid for munitions; and

their money has undoubtedly been invested in such a

way that under present conditions they will be sure of an

income that will make it unnecessary for themselves or

families to do a days' work in a year for their own sup-

port or the support of the Government. So that the
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burden of everything will fall on the shoulders of the

men and women who. through the force of circumstance

must labor with hand or brain.

The number of people living on easy street will be

larger than ever, the incomes of the rich v^m be greater

with the expenses of government doubled, while relatively

fewer workers must provide the money or secure by

legislation such financial changes as will relieve theni o

the unequal burden. That it is possible to do so, I shall

endeavor to show, and hope as well to convince those

who are skeptical regarding the possibliity of ever realiz-

ing ideal conditions of existence, that we may reasonab y

expect to so change the financial relationship of man to

man, that all will share equaUy in the profits of well

directed labor.

CHAPTER 11

The Medium oi-' Exchange. How the Dollar

. Value Is Stabilized

Great progress has been made in many directions

within recent times, prhicipally because it was profitable

to be progressive; but where the reverse was profitable,

archaic institutions and customs have continued to exist

to the detriment of the vast majority of the people,

without in any wav arousing misgivings regarding the

wisdom of sanctioning the operations of purely money-

gra')bing corporations, whose duties could just as weU

have been performed by the Government at a fraction of

the cost to the public.

The banking system that we continue to tolerate

without having the slightest excuse for submitting to its

exactions, has never been subjected to the slightest

attemnt at real reform since paper money was first

i
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issued; and we still believe that a gold reserve ts neces-

sa^ to "secure" the value of paper money and that

exlsTve bank profits only visualize the sohd.ty of our

countries' financial methods, as they certamly do our

dense ignorance concerning finaraal matters.

Some generations ago, increasing population and busi-

ness aS^ty mad : - necessary to use some other medmm

of exchangi in place of. or to supplement metal corns,

and a resort was had to the notes of private bankmg

Si who promised to redeem them on presenta ion;

and th're Zs been no improvement in the syf- rem

that day to this. Bank and national notes still bear the

Wend ''^ pay to bearer on demand" a certam num-

ber of dollars, which of course is understood to mean gold

dollars, because gold is our standard of value

The utter impossibility of paymg all the notes m

existence with gold on demand was so apparent, and any

:^h demand bdng so likely to expose the ndiculousness

o" the pretence that they could be paid; caused the Can-

ad an Govemment at the beginning of the war to pass

an Order-in-Council making it unnecessary for banks to

redeem their notes in gold, and nothing happened be-

catse^o one wanted gold, which should have aroused the

suspLfons of someone in authority regarding the aUeged

neceSy of having a gold reserve at all. A security for

a note issue that you can get when you don t want it.

but clnot possibly get when you do want
^^^^ ^^^^^^^

ity in any meaning of the term, and should be discarded

'"
Whufgold may be used as a medium of exchange and

pass from hand to hand, its principal utility is to measure

vaLs When values are thus measured paper money

c^ be used to represen them, when the further curcula-

tion of gold will be entirely annecessary.
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Gold is made to measure values t)^ the simple ex-

pedient of giving that metal an arbitrary value—twenty-

five and eight-tenths grains equals one dollar—and keep-

ing it at that value by all the nations of the world under-

taking to accept and pay for at that price, any surplus

production over the amount used in the arts and indus-

tries. Also undertaking to relinquish at any time, any

needed amount in exchange for their own authorized

issue of paper money. That such an arrangement will

keep the value constant is easily understood if we imagine

wheat, instead of gold, as the measure of values, with the

price set at two dollars a bushel. The Government

undertaking to purchase at that price and store any sur-

plus over the ordinary requirements; and to release at

the same price, whatever quantity was demanded.

Under such circumstances no producer would get less

than two dollars a bushel, and no one would have to pay

rcoie, regardless of the fluctuations in the price of ether

commodities; and the price would be unvarying year

after year whether the production was large or small, as

the amount in store would tend to continually increase

on account of the high arbitrarj^ value. That is just

what happened to gold, and you can realize how its value

has been stabilized, if you will think of what would occur

to the price of that metal if government protection was

withdrawn, and miners had to find their own market.

On account of its limited utility for anything except

personal adornment, if not used as money the price would

probably be reduced one-half, and continually fluctuate

according to production, as the prices of all other com-

modities do.

A dollar is an entity, an actual thing that necessity

has compelled man to create for the purpose of measuring

the values of his incessant activity, and it is represented
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by a small amount of gold for no other reason than con-

venience, as it could just as well be represented by wheat.

It is generally assumed that twenty -five and eight-tenths

grains of gold sets the value on a paper dollar. But if a

dollar is an entity, then the belief that gold sets the value

is wrong, and the paper dollar of one hundred cents

actually sets the exchangeable value on the gold dollar

and through the gold dollar, on all other products of

industry That this is true no one will doubt who, agrees

that wheat could just as well be used to measure values,

and it could be. but with much more trouble and expense

for various reasons. If wheat was the measurer of values

it could not be said that a half-bushel of that grain was a

dollar, but it could be said to represent the value of a

dollar, therefore a dollar is an entity.

It should be particularly noted that the value of gold

has remained stationary during the war. while the pnces

of all other metals have increased materially and much

activity been shown in producing them; but gold mines

have reduced their production, and in some cases even

closed down on account of the increased cost of labor and

material. Which proves that the use of the paper dollar

has prevented any change in the value of gold and con-

sequently our measure of values is just as stable as our

measures of weight and length.

If a paper dollar is as valuable to the possessor as a

gold dollar, there must be some reason for it. and surely

that reason is not the puerile one so often given, that

some paper dollars may sometime be redeemed with

gold. Obviously a paper dollar is "redeemed" every

time its temporary owner exchanges it for something he

needs, and a particular note may be redeemed a dozen

times in a day. Besides, in the last analysis all bank

notes in circulation are borrowed notes, and at stated
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periods must be returned when all necessity for redeem-

ing them disappears. When we know the real reason

why a paper dollar is as valuable as a gold one, we shall

find that it is perfectly safe to issue as many paper dol-

lars, at any time, as the exigencies of government require,

which would remove the necessity for borrowing with

the consequent saving of millions of dollars in interest

charges each year, besides allowing public works to be

undertaken whenever labor was in urgent need of em-

ployment.

One of the duties of the government of every country

is to provide a medium of exchange. Ignoring coin, as

having no bearing on my argument, it appears that paper

money issued by a government, must in the first instance,

be put into circulation by way of paying some part of the

necessary expenses of government. Presumably who-

ever obtained it must have given an equivalent value,

and would be little likely to part with it • xcept on the

same terms, which would stabilize its value so far as trade

could do so. But the indisputable outstanding fact, that

keeps a Government issued paper dollar as valuable as a

gold dollar, is, that the Government demands its return

several times each year in the payment of taxes and cus-

toms and other dues.

I can best illustrate the continual flow of the medium

of exchange; the continual issue and redemption of its

paper money by Governments, by giving the figures for

Canada. Proportionally they would be very similar for

all other countries.

To meet its expenses for 1919, the Government will

require from every man, woman and child, at least forty-

four dollars. \nd as the legal tender notes issued by the

Government that are in denominations small enough for

general circulation, is not over one-fourth of that amount

.y
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ncr capita it follows that the people must pay into the

will So that amounts of paper money equal to any
will, v^o mai a

absolute assurance
peace time need, may be issuea wuu a

dollars

:;Cato to Je needs oT Uade -^-—-^ fht

hat the requirements of Government » ill be eas. y met

and it is perfectly safe to create and use for pubhe pur^

noses as needed, an amount of paper money equal to the

Cnu" that is likely to be received dunng a perrod o^

our years. One-fourth of that amount would be calted

ireaA year and redeemed, notwithstanding that the

same amount was issued the following year

In other years, parUeularly during a time of war^

some governments have discriminated agamst the,r own

Zl of paper «°»^y. "y «'"'»« '" ^"""i " rlTlZ
TZ ani o.stoms. demanding gold mrtead. That such

^a^ money should depreciate in value was "at-^al^^l

ZfSt is the stock in trade of everyone who opposes

*fulrof paper money to its logical limit, and that hmit

s onfy reached when governments never bo^ow, but

issue tleir own notes to any required amomrt, redeemmg
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somehow or other, mere existence forces upon each indi-
vidual. As a matte, of fact, legal tender paper money
can be issued to the same extent as it is considered advis-
able to issue bonds, with the consequent saving of im-
mense sums in interest charges.

Besides the paper money issued by the Government
Itself, chartered banks have the right to issue legal tender
notes to an amount equal to their paid-up capital stock.
It is at once apparent that these notes can only get into
circulation by being borrowed. They are always the
property of the bank, loaned for longer or shorter periods
for the purpose of facilitating business transactions- and
It IS equally apparent that both before they are loaned
and after they are returned, that no provision has to be
made to redeem them. It is only the notes in circulation
that could be considered redeemable. But as all such
notes must be returned by the borrower oii a definite
date, the imagined need of the temporary possessor to
have them redeemed with gold, is not as great as the
actual need of the borrower to again obtain possession
that he may return them to the bank. Had any of the
loaned notes been redeemed by the bank with gold, the
borrower must theoretically have obtained that gold be-
fore he could settle with the bank, which can be readily
understood if we imagine that the loan consisted of the
entire note issue; so that provision for gold redemption
of bank notes is totally unnecessary. A medium of ex-
change that can only get into circulation by being bor-
rowed requires no redemption fund, and gives every
possible guarantee against depreciation. So much so
that It IS not necessary to further consider such a con-
tmgency, as there is no possibiHty of it ever arising.

The intention of the Government seems to have been
that the people should, to a great extent, provide their
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own circulating medium through the operations of a
banking act that allowed groups of individuals to become
incorporated with power to issue notes that were legal

tender fur all public and private debts. The fault that

can be found with tliat policy is that it creates a virtual

monopoly, and makes the cost (jf a medium of exchange
excessive and burdens(jme to the business community,
and encourages the accumulation of the country's liquid

assets in tlie hands of a few wealthy corporations, that

can, and do, <ontrol our activities for their own profit to

an extent that was never contei.iplated, and that we
should protest against until some redress is secured.

That the provisions of the banking act should be
totally unknown to the working classes could have been
expected, but that men who prided themselves on their

intelligence and business acumen, should be just as un-
familiar with a law whose shortcomings vitally affected

their pocket books is a matter of surprise.

That the banks have made excessive profits, and have
accumulated unnecessary reserves that must have been
taken from the pockets of their customers by the simple

expedient of making unfair charges for services rendered,

and that they can, and do, create financial depressions

and hard times by refusing necessary and expected ac-

commodation at certain times, is due primarily to faults

in the banking act that might be easily remedied if there

was no opposition. But the lack of sympathy for the
public among general managers, their greed for profit,

and utter disregard of the consequences to the community
of their periodical outbursts of caution, is a more serious

matter. And they will probably fight to the last ditch

to retain the privileges they have so long and profitably

enjoyed.

That the people whose industry and thrift have made
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possible the splendid profits that the banks enjoy, are

entitled to some consideration; that their interests are

really of paratnount iniportame even in comparison with

the interests of the banks, will, of conrse, not be admitted

at all by the institntions that have developed the most

monopolistic tendencies, instead of remaining what they

were intended to be a pnblic trust with a delegated

authority to supply the conununity with a medium of

exchauKe, that in this a^^e, and under our condition of

civilization is absolutely essential to progress and well

being.

It must be apparent to everyone that the need of a

circulating medium is so imperative, and its use so con-

venient and profitable in facilitathig production and dis-

tribution of commodities, that by supplying its notes to

individuals and firms who would have given security for

their return, that the (lovernment could have secured a

large revenue in the form of interest, out of the various

transactions. So large, in fact, that with its other rev-

enues all expenses could have lieen met, when a resort

to borrowing would have been unnecessary. No pre-

tended gold security for the redemption of such loaned

notes would have been needed, as the security for their

redemption—which in this case would have meant col-

lection and return to the Government— would have been

given by the borrowers. Even had the loan been made

for a term of years, whenever the notes were returned,

they were bv that act redeemed, and could have been

destroyed if necessary and a particular transaction closed

forever.

If the paper money so issued had been loaned, the

security exacted would probably have been much greater

than the value ni the notes, which would have m.ade their

ultimate return perfectly sure; so that any amount of
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money could have been issued and lf)aned that the pro-

ductive and business interests of the country recjuired,

under which circumstances not a copper coin need have

been borrowed in another country. What wo would

have gained had such a jjolicy been pursued, will h".

shown in a following chapter.

CIIArTl'R III

lixTINGUISHAFJUE LEOAI- TENDER

As before stated, there are two sources of origin for

our paper money; the (Government and the chartered

banks. In both cases the sole expense attached to the

notes is the cost of producing them, which is only an

infinitesimal fraction of their circulating value. It seems

perfectly clear that . their value as money depends not

only on being made legal tender for all debts public and

private by Government legislation, but as regards bank

notes, by taking security that they will be returned by

the borrower on a 'tre arranged and definite date.

The banking act allows the creation for loaning pur-

poses of an amount of paper money equal to the paid-up

capital of a chartered bank. Presumably and probably

actually, the capital stock of any bank incorporated

within the last fifty years was paid with notes of banks

previously in existence or with Dominion notes, in which

case it requires a vivid imagination to regard the posses-

sion of such notes as sufficient security for the issue of

an equal amount of new notes. A note that itself re-

quires security cannot possibly be good security for an-

other note. As the public owe the banks at all times, on

account of their accumulations of reserve, considerably

more than the value of all notes in circulation, it follows

that the notes representing the capital of a new bank,
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might be entirely withdrawn from circulation under cer-

tain contingencies, when the pledged wealth in property

of the individual shareholders would necessarily become

the capital in place of the paper money, and consequently

the basis of the new note issue.

Interdependence is a mild word to express the possible

complications that might follow such intimate relation-

ship between banks,; the notes of the first bank might

become the capital of the second, while a part of the

viotes of both might pay for the rAock of the third, and

so on for anv number of banks, with the result that a

hundred millions of dollars of paper money could come

into existence following the issue of one million by the

first bank; which plainly shows that our whole financial

structure is founded on the knowledge that civilized

humanity must have a medium of exchange at whatever

cost; and we have been very unwise in not acquiring a

knowledge of the fundamental principles of finance, for

it would show us that any community with a consider-

able population end wealth, had a greater .noral right to

the use of millions of dollars of legal tender paper money

without other cost than the expense of printing, than

what any combination of incorporated individuals could

possibly have. The conclusion is irresistible that large

centers of ponulation that, for the sake of health and

convenience, must instal expensive public works whose

cost and interest charges are an almost intolerable

burden on the taxpayers, have been very unmindful of

their power to influence the Government, and of the

privileges thev should enjoy; in not demanding the use

nf legal t. nder paper money on the same terms that a

group of incorporated individuals styled a bank can

secure it.
i i

If a few ^vealthy men can get authority to issue legal
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tender paper money at no other cost than the expense of

printing, why cannot the city of Toronto with real prop-

erty exceeding six hundred milHons of dollars in value

within Hs hmits, have the same rights and privileges and

secure the money it needs for permanent public works

from the Government without interest, on its promise to

return it in amounts of five per cent, each year to be

destroyed, so that at the end of twenty years not a dollar

of the issue would be in existence; that would be ex-

tinguishable legal tender, the safest and mo=,. beneficial

it is possible to imagine, afe its use would save all interest

charges, and thus materially reduce taxation that is now

•uch a burden.

Large amounts of money are needed from y^ar to

year for the purpose of financing public works that are

not revenue-producing, but that are of so much con-

venience and so necessary to health and comfort that we

must have them regardless of the expense, and to expect

and make the commutiity pay for Ihem twice by letting

the interest charges double the first cost, is both unrea on-

able and an imposition, when a little effort would put

anv large community in the same position as a bank with

the use of paper money interest free, on condition that

a yearlv amount be returned to be destroyed until the

original issue passed out of existence.

The necessary public works that I refer to will occur

to everyone. They arc sewers, water supply, sidewalks,

roadways, telephones and electric transmission lines.

While a revenue may be derived from such works when

in private hands, they are only a convenience to those

who use them, and are not profitable in the same sense

that improved machinery is profitable to a manufacturer

or an agriculturist. My home may be connected to a

sewer alter I have used an outside convenience for years,
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yet I earn no more on that account; I may have electric

Hght installed to take the place of kerosene lamps, but

my wages are no greater. A water pipe is run mto my

house and I fill up the old well without being able to

increase my income to the slightest extent. A sidewalk

and pavement is next laid down on the street and my

taxes increased b-.t I dare not make that an excuse for

demamling higher wages. I order a telephone and have

the pleasure of f kmg to friends over the wire. I ride

on the street cars to my work instead of walking; but

why enlarge the list, for I secure no financial benefit, and

neither can I get more for my property than I would

have to pav for another in as good a locality.

The things I have enumerated are g^od things to

have, and add much to the comfort and enjoyment of

life, but nothing to a man's earning power. We are

entitled to have them and must pay for them, but there

is no conceivable reason why we should pay double their

actual cost, as we have to, when the mumcipality or a

private company borrow the money to pay for construc-

tion on long time debentures at five per cent. If they

were paid for in the first instance by an advance from the

Government ©f the necessary amount of extingmshable

legal tender, what would other^vise be only interest

charges would pay the debt in twenty years, and after

that only maintenance and operating expenses would

have to be met.

That anv of the principal cost of improvements is

ever actually paid is improbable, considering that it is so

easy to pay old debts by making new ones. That the

total as well as the per capita debt is continually increas-

ing is a better argument against the assertion that any

of our improvements have ever been paid for except by

uorrowing money to pay borrowed money, than is the
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existence of a sinking fund a proof that they sometimes

are paid for.

It cannot be too deeply impressed upon the mmds of

the taxpayers that all improvements that add to the

comfort and convenience of the people, should be paid for

by, extinguishable legal tender provided by the central

Government and loaned without interest or other charges

except the bare cost of printing and handling:—To

provinces, cities and groups of municipalities that under-

take to return it—for the purpose of being destroyed—

at a rate of from 2% to 10% each year, according to the

permanency and general utility of the improvement.

Such works to include not only what I have enumerated,

but all institutions required for the care of the sick and

aged, and for educational and reformatory purposes,

where such institutions could otlierwise only be provided

by issuing interest-bearing bonds.

We have only to recall that the annual interest charges

on the indebtedness of the city of Toronto for public

works is more than five millions of dollars, to realize

what a great saving to the taxpayers—one hundred mil-

lion dollars in twenty years—such a financial reform

would effect; and I defy anyone to point out any weak-

ness in the security that Toronto could give as guarantee

that such extinguishable legal tender loans would be

collected in proportionate amounts each year and re-

turned to be destroyed. Were the reform in effect, the

saving of interest charges would in a measurable length

of time make us entirely free from debt.

The Dominion Government issues paper money on

the security of the country as a whole. Particularly it

retains the right to issue one and two-dollar notes, de-

nominations that are so necessary for business transac-

tions that we could not possibly get along without them.

I

;

:
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Concerning these notes, security for redemption is an

absolutely meaningless term as they musl and do remam

continually in circulation. (Jbviously the Government

has the use without interest of such notes as it issues,

.nd can utilize them for public works that when com-

pleted carry no burdcr. except maintenance charges; so

that I am only advocating an extension of a perfectly

sound and accepted principle that I would make doubly

safe by insisting that a proportion of the money used to

finance local or national improvements, should be de-

st : every year until a particular issue had passed

oi . oi existence.

It is perfectly plain that such extinguishable paper

money would not be a permanent addition to the medium

of exchange; and so would not interfere with or lower

the interest value of money that must necessarily remain

in circul'c^tion. But would relieve the taxpayer of much

of his burden and make the financing of useful and neces-

sary' public works much easier, while furnishing an oppor-

tunity for the extension of institutions that would benefit

to an incalculable degree everyone whose existc e de-

pends on the labor of his hands.

There can be no greater security for a paper money

issue than the combined wealth of a virile and prosperous

commimity. Banks cannot possibly show that they are

possessed of any such security, or that they have any

more inherent right to the use of legal tender paper money

interest free, than has the municipality of Toronto or

any other large urban community. Banks have no in-

terest to pav on the note issue they lend for profit, then

why should Jiot vastly richer aggregations of individuals

forming a municipality have the same right to the use

of interest-fi c paper money, especially as it would 1 e

used for public purposes, and proportionally surrendered
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each year as it was returned to the treasurer in payment

of taxes.

No possible objection can be raised to this method of

financing public improvements that would mean getting

them at half the present cost, except the puerile one that

our grandfathers did not do things that way; but we

are not obliged to walk in our grandfather's footsteps

any more than our grandchildren will be obliged to walk

in ours.

Extinguishable issues of paper money to pay for

improvements whose cost must be spread over a term

of years, through the inability of the citizens to pay for

them out of one lew of taxes, must be destroyed as soon

as the desired result has been attained by its use; because,

through the annual payment of a portion of the amount

of taxes that would extinguish the liability, the security

that had made the paper money valuable has ceased to

be a security for that particular issue, notwithstanding

that other issues for similar purposes were continually

in circulation.

Collective benefit for the people is the object of all

reform, and the results that would follow a realization of

the absolute security that real property offers for a money

issue to finance public works and improvements—money

that would be collected in the taxes and destroyed at the

rate of h% a year—is incalculable. It would end forever

the interest charges that absorb such a large proportion

of municipal and Government taxation, and could not

be considered a debt in the ordinary meaning of the term

—because the community and in a larger sense the

mtion. would owe to itselt, what it had pledged its

property to repay to itself. The meaning of the word

debt, cannot possibly ^e stretched to cover the liability

of a man to himself, or of a community or nation to itself.
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The absurdity of considering an issue of paper money

that was cre...ed for the purpose of financing necessary

public improvements, and that was destructible in annual

proportions of '/;;—the ordinary interest charge—a debt;

can be understood if we compare the yearly payn^ents

necessary to extinguish the issue, with the cost of keep-

ing residential property in a state of repair and attrac-

tiveness. It costs money, but the property does not

thereby become heavily incumbered with a debt due the

owner; so that a community would not be in debt to

itself because it monetized a proportion of the value of

each individual's property to make more useful, con-

venient and enjoyable the property of them all, which

would require a large initial expenditure, beyond their

imme-Hate means, but that could be met if they were

privileged to turn in each year to the treasury a portion

of an extinguishable issue of paper money.

The futility of a community or a nation ever expect-

ing to get out of debt, or even to keep out of debt by any

other method than that of issuing extinguishable legal

tender for financing works of public utility, is shown by

the constantly increasing debts of all growing and pro-

gressive communities, and the almost ruinous taxation

that individuals continue to bear. That an annual in-

terest charge of five per cent, precludes the possibility

of the most industrious community or nation ever pay-

ing its accumulated debts, is proven by every human

record that we possess, and the complete liquidation of

the world's debts, unless interest charges can be avoided

in the future, appears so far away that calculations con-

cerning the date of their possible extinction, can only

be made in terms that would be equally applicable to

the date of the extinction of the sun's heat, or the end

of human life o» this planet. Such financing gives the
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lie to the contention that it is "sound"; it is unsound

in every meaning of the term, and a burden that those

who actually create wealth should longer refuse to bjar.

Modem ideas of convenience, comfort and well-being

demand that full advantage be taken of increased human

knowledge as applied to the utilities that can be com-

manded by the united efforts of the community, which

secured, all may enjoy to a greater or less extent. That

we should be denied such advantages through compul-

sory adherence, by law and custom, to medieval financial

methods is intolerable, even though a few profiting

unduly by its continuance, think it advisable in the

interests of "sound finance." Such finance is not

"sound" and will be reverenced orly so long as it takes

the people to acquire the knowledge that it is unneces-

sary and burdensome to an unbearable extent, and

through united effort secure the legislation that will

allow a saner system to replace an utterly discredited

and unsound one, under which a burden of rontinually

increasing debt is only avoided by being unprogressive

and stationary.

Temporarily monetizing a portion of the value of real

property to be used to create a form of wealth that would

add to the comfort of the community, or increase the

opportunities for the economical production and dis-

tribution of the necessaries of life, and that would be

proportionately collected each year in the form of taxes

and destroyed: would be to secure the value of paper

money in a manner no less economical than it was safe,

and would assist to bring about a condition of industrial

stability and freedom from debt that would identify it

as one of the greatest of financial achievements.

At a time when belief in signs and omens has well

nigh disappeared; when old methods in medicine and in

ft

i
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the treatment oi criminals and the insane have been

frankly discarded; and when cnsloms that exist without

sense or reast)n are sharply criticized without fear of the

consequences, it is not showing too nuich optimism to

expect that old methods of finance will ^o the way of all

obsolete, detrimental and oppressive institutions, espec-

ially sin.e the public debt has become so burdensome

consequent on an elTort to alTord the people the advan-

tages that follow the utilization of the results that have

flowed so abundantly from the iniprecedented activity

of the human mind during the last few decades.

There is a ^vide gulf between conditions as they actually

are and as they might have been, had as much thought

been devoted to iiTiproving financial methods, as there

has been to proving by actual achievement the possibil-

ities of progress in other directions; but now that such

opportunities for collective well being have opened before

us, there is no reason why we should not accept them,

despite the selfish inclination on the part of a compara-

tively few individuals to grasp entire control of the

profits and enjoyment of what, after all, others could

enjoy with just as much satisfaction.

The creation of facilities for production and distribu-

tion ma^' sometimes be so expensive as to make their

use of but little benefit to the common people; especially

is this the case when interest charges on the capital "ost

enables other peopl;.' to exist wi hout elTort. Under such

conditions it is apparent that the actual creators of

wealch are utterly unable to prevent others absorbing a

part of the results of their toil, but if the interest charges

could be eliminated, it could not be otherwise than that

the whole rebults v^uuld be left in their possession; so

that public ownership of the facilities for transportation

and communication, whether steam or electrical, cannot
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be an entirely unmixed blessing until interest on the cost

of construction will no longer be included in the scale of

charges; and this can only be brought about by fuiancing

such works with an issue of extinguishable legal tender,

guaranteed by the communities through or in which

such works are constructed, and who would undertake to

make up by direct taxation any sum unobtainable through

their operation that was needed to redeem a certain

proportion, say 5 per cent., of the amount each year for

the purpose of destroN ing it. At the end of twenty

years the works would be paid for without a cent going

for interest; the money destroyed, and the only charge

necessary to collect for their use would be the cost of

operation and maintenance.

In order to get a true conception of the never-ending

burden that interest charges can place upon transporta-

tion and other utiUties, we will estimate that the expendi-

ture of five hundred millions of dollars—a less amount

than the assessed value of the City of Toronto or the

assets of the Bank of Montreal—would furnish every

farmer in the thickly-settled parts of Ontario with the

opportunitv of using publicly-developed electricity for

power and lighting purposes with telephone connection

and a trolley line in reasonable distant-. The interest

charges alone on that amount if the money was bcrrowed

at five per cent., would amount to twenty-five millions

of dollars a year. If we allow one thousand dollars a

year as the average income of a workingman's family of

five, then one hundred and twenty-fl^'e thousand people

could live on tliat interest product without making the

least mental or physical effort, gen.^ration after genera-

tion, indefinitely. An estimate of the total interest

charges that the workers of this country are earning for

the benefit of other people than themselves, shows the
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most startling risults, and I do iml hcluvc that plating

siuli a biircUn <>n thf backs of the iiidustriinis can be

dcfondftl on any moral Krounds, or that it is necessary

to the stability of onr fniancial system.

In the years to come the continent of America will

be gridironed with publicly-owned electric railways; a

light and power line will Ik- run to every person's premises

and every house will have a telephone; so that it be-

comes a legitimate question for discussion, whether such

utilities shall be paid for in the old way by selling stocks

and bonds that carry an interest charge that compels the

first cost to be paid over and over again each twenty-

year period, without in any way lessening the original

debt; or should they be paid for with government-sup-

plied and numicipally-guaranteed extinguishable legal

tender that would be proportionately collected and de-

stroyed each year during a twenty-year period, when

the work woukl be paid for and publicly owned.

The benefits that w(Hild result from such a method of

financing public works are incalculable. Municipalities

could combine and secure improvements that under our

present financial system would be entirely beyond their

power, and it requires little imagination to see the change

that would be effected in the lives of tho^e who are really

the backbone of the country; who ntnv have to put up

with a condition of existence that drives their children

and often themselves into the cities and towns for the

advantages that might be brought to their doors. Mak-

ing rural life more attractive and profitable can only

result in increased benefit to manufacturing and business

centers; and there is no reason in the world why a re-

formed method of financing public improvements should

not be inaugurated just as soon as the taxpayers can be

made to realize the great saving to themselves, the in-
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creased efficiency of public service that would follow,

and the absolute safctv of such an issue of extiuKuish-

able paper money.

CHApri;R IV

Labor's IU'rdKN

Money is used cf)i'.tiiHiallv as a means of facilitating

the exchange of commodities or values; in this case,

however, familiarity docs not breed contempt; but the

origin of that money excites no curiosity, and apparently

no suspicion has ever entered the minds (^f those who use

it. that the virtual monopoly of its production, as well as

tlie control of its circulation by a relatively few individuals,,

has prevented the benefit of its use being equalized to

the extent that is possible, as well as desirable, if the

ambitions of the working classes for shorter hours and a

larger income is to be realized.

So far as I can see, organized labor has signally failed

to grasp the significance of "money." Their efforts seem

to have been mainlv directed towards securing by threats

or an exhibition of force, small increases in wages with

some improvement in working conditions. Desirable in

every way, but falling far short of an ideal condition of

society in which every one works according to their

ability, and receives according to their needs; which

would mean equal incomes for every head of a family,

not excepting former merchant princes and bankers, with

equal opportunities for comfort and recreation. The

drain digger driving to his work in an automobile, and

taking his family to the country for a holiday with just

as much right as the rich man, who wouldn't be particu-

larly rich under such circumstances.

The possibility of getting increased wages under

present conditions'is limited by the ability of the employer

1^
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to pay tlHin. As Um^ as cluap ^;<.<m1s ran l)c imported

from ollur couiitrits. the cmployir of labor is confronted

witli a sitnation tliat may rccinirt- an absolute refusal to

concede demands that miKbt mean his own ruin, but that

(.tlurvvise he would be only too willing to consider favor-

ably; so that a larger view is nteded than a mere local

consideration of the possibility of RettinR a five or ten

per cent, men use in wa^es. that <itler all mav be more

•han absorbed by an incnasc' in the cost of living.

It is true that every ba'.ik note in existence was issued

without other cost than the mere expense of eUKravuiK

and priming, and loaned to the business comnumity and

employers of labor at just as hi^h a rate of interest as

the iraflic would bear; with the result that after payiuK'

dividends t)f from ei^lit to twelve ])er cent., a surplus of

profits has been accumulated that etjuals the original

capital stock. And this created paper money as a rule,

is loaned only to the reco^mizcd "big business" interests,

which entirely precludes the pos;,ibillty ot orgd
.
.d

labor operating their own factories with this capital;

but they must carry the burden of the banks' profit as

well as the profit of the employers of labor who use the

bank's money.

Another burden that must be borne by the workers

until the laws governing our financial methods are radi-

cally changed, are the interest charges on public debt.

The amount of interest bearing debt that has accumu-

lated as a result of the borrowings of the general govern-

ment, and of states, provinces and municipalities, and of

business and railway corporations is enormous, and the

annual interest charges run into hundreds of millions of

dollars; and it all has to be earned by human hands

toiling in a thousand underpaid occupations.

The site value of land particularly in large centers of
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p<,pulation. un...unts 1.. numv billions .f clollars. and .

;,11 inUrcst-bcari..K because business ,nu. vv,l con.pcU

against each other f.,r the use of cho.ce locatums. and

thousands Uve in idleness on nu.nnes from values that

the public collectively create, and that should be taken

f<,r public uses. All real property that a man owns ex^

cept what he occupies for his own purposes, produces an

.ncome either directly in the form of rents or uubrectly

through increase in value. Hverv uulustr.al cmcern all

railway and other transportation and conimun.catum

facilities pay interest on bond3, stocks and shares that

represent their value; and all bank notes brm« a revenue

to their producers as government debts do to jts cred

iters. When we realize the full significance of tins first

charge on the earnings of labor, we are appalled by the

nnignitude of the task that confronts us if we are to brmg

about a condition of financial eciuality between man .^id

man. What organized labor has accomplished so far.

should be looked at as only preliminary to the real con-

test Its success has not in any way impaired the income

of capital, and a family with a ^-'"P^^'-^^^^^^^',^";""
^"J'

tune is assured of a greater yearly income-that allows

them to live in idleness-than the cleverest mechanic can

command through long hours of ^'^^^"^^'"g/"^^";;^^^
^

When a working man secures a few dollars more a

week by demanding it on threat of a
f
"^e it does not

usually improve his position, because demands for larger

wages only follow an increase in the cost of living. 1
hey

are never made as a rule except for the most urgent

reasons, and then only after they were long overdue

The first charge on the earnings o. labor is interest

on recognized values that of course some one owns, and

that may consist of every conceivable kind of property

from imagined values that a franchise monopoly creates,

I
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to values of the most substantial kind; and what remam

after the exactions of wealth has been satisfied is all that

business and labor has a chance to f.ght over; and it is

little enough in all conscience to make them ashamed of

their quarrel. Strange that labor can see no further

than the man who employs it. and uhile some of them

may be rich, many arc having the most desperate strug-

gle to keep their heads above water.

Tf I could influence organized labor in any way. 1

would advise political action, because I am convinced

that it is the <Mily way to secure substantial reforms, or

in fact, any reforms. But political action itself will avail

little unle^s its aims are -lear and distinct. I have seen

a number of labor men elected to public office, but I

don't remember that one of them ever proposed any

essential reform. All they wanted apparently was in-

creased wages from their employer, but how being mem-

bers of a citv council or the legislature could help them

cet it, scorned ppst their understanding.

Whether a mere demand lor radical financial legisla-

tion would have any practical result, is a problem no

one could answer, but it would surely follow a successful

political contest. With a comprehensive and reasonable

programme, I believe that the ranks of those who take

issue with capital and special privilege, would be swollen

by a multitude of small manufacturers, busmess and

profc^si<mal men, for their prosperii;. is wholly boui:d up

with the prosperity of the working classes.

If demands for financial reform are formulatec the

acceptance bv the Government of the principal of ex-

tinguishable legal terder paper money, should be the

strongest plank in the platform. vSuch money to be sup-

plied to states, provinces and municipalities-at no more

evpense than the bare cost of issuing it.-for the purpose
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of financing public works of all descriptions with the

object of saving interest charges. The money to be

returned to the Government for the purpose of destruc-

tion, in annual amounts of from two to ten per cent.,

according to the permanency of the work that had been

so financed. . .

It would also be necessary-if the proposition was to

be extended to its logical conclusion-that the Govern-

ment provide the same kind of money for the purpose of

acquiring the stock of all railway, telegraph and tele-

phone lines, that the burden of interest charge, might in

process of time be entirely eliminated, even though the

direction of such enterprises remained in the hands of

men who had previously controlled them in the interests

of the shareholders. Furthermore, all debts due by the

Government to its subjects or citizens and represented

bv interest-bearing bonds should be paid without delay

for the same reason; that is, the saving of interest charges

that otherwise would have to be earned and provided by

the working classes, and for the convenience of the own-

ers such payments might be held as current account to

be checked against. At the same time, foreign liabilities

should be extinguished by purchasing for shipment

abroad and sale, whatever native pr - or manufac-

tur'^d goods were best adapted for u.u market, con-

tinu-
~ the process until all interest charges due m other

lands were wiped out, regardless of whether they were

obligations of the Government or business corporations,

destro>ing each year an amount of such paper money

equal to what would otherwise be interest charges, so

that when the debts were liquidated, the paper money

would have ceased to exist. .

The capital stock of basic industries might also be

purchased by the Government with an issue of such
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shades of political opinion as wdl, which will mean the

death of parlvisni, and tlu re will be no mourners.

Proportional representation would seem to be neces-

sary under the circtimstances, and its simplest and most

effective form is a constituency returning four members

Nvith each voter having one vote. A legislature elected

under such a svstem would assuredly be composed of at

least one-fourth women, one-third labor representatives,

the others being farmers, with a sprinkling of business or

professional men.

With such a legislative body our future would be sale.

Graft, monopoly and special privilege would meet with

sudden death. We could draw a breath of relief satisfied

that the uphill climb had ended with the goal m sight;

and that onlv details remained to be worked out when

we would enjov a condition of well being that has been

longed for ever since man was capable of feeling hope or

disappointment.

CHAPTIiR V

How Wages May Be Increased

A multi-millionaire on-e said that he could eat no

more than one of his men, could neither weax more

clothes or sleep longer, and in all probability would

occupy no more space in the city of the dead; and that

he would have been much better satisfied could he have

passed his life in a society so organized that every one

was given work that he could perform, and every family

assured of an income proportionate to their needs.

If that was a true conception of ideal conditions of

life, then evervone, while doing the work he is best fitted

to do. should'be paid according to the needs of himself

and those dependent on him; and this desirable condition

t
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can only be brought about by every worker being paid

equal wages for equal hours of employment regardless of

occupation, with an extra allowance for v. pendents, from

the public treasury. This distinction should be rigidly

insisted upon, for the man who is bringing up a family of

boys and girls to uphold the honor and freedom of his

race and country, is clearly entitled to more money than

the one who neglects the first duty of the patriot, and

besides he needs it and the other man doesn't. The

earnings of a community is strictly limited, and under

present conditions is entirely appropriated, so that if

one class is lo have a larger proportion of the combined

earnings through increased wages, another class must

necessarily get less; there is no other solution.

Assuming that one man's need for food, clothmg,

shelter and recreation is just as great as another's, and

that it is just as necessary to have drains dug and houses

and roadwavs built as it is to have governors of States

and Provinces, or Mayors of cities, then there should be

equal pav for equal hours of service. This contention is

not as Utopian as it may seem on nrst t -ought. It is a

foregone conclusion that the Government must in the

future intervene between employer and employee to an

extent never before thought necessary. Profits and

selling prices of native and irrr.ortta goods must be con-

trolled so that the worker's standard of living cannot be

lowered by anv kind of competition, whether of labor or

cheap foreign products. With this control in operation

no difhcultv would be encountered in raising wages, and

becau'^e it takes two to make a bargain, mutual conces-

sic.ns would probablv regulate them to the satisfaction

of everyone. Even if the compensation was the same

for governor and hod-carrier, there would be no lack of

candidates for the more exalted position and neither
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vvi.ukl tlic harder task be sought by any great number of

aspirants for a soft job. The proportion of men engaged

in the various occupations would probably remam the

same as they arc now, bi - the comforts and cnjoyn.ents

„f the working classes would be increased to an incalcul-

able extent. The truth seems to be that if every one

was assurerl of an adequate and certain life income from

the ,)crformance of their recognized duties, an income

that neither misfortune or ill-health could deprive them

oi. that there would not be such frenzied efforts to get

rich. Its that lack of assurance, the fear of misfortune

and povertv, that prompts so many to look out for them-

selves regardless of the rights of others. Remove that

fear by state-wide organization and the enactment oi

equitable and protective laws, and everyone would loyally

do thiir dutv bv their fellow man, insisting on having no

more than thur just rights and depriving no one else of

theirs.

It is the knowledge that honest but laborious work is

too poorlv recompensed to aftord a satisfactory living for

an intelligent family, that impels so many to resort to

every means of getting something away from . •
mcbody

else in hopes of enjoying greater comfort. With equal

pay for equal hours there would be no odium attached

to any necessary occupation and our native citizens

would do the work that Europeans of all kinds and even

Asiatics are now imported to do; and that very longing

for better conditions of life—that compulsory education

intensifies beyond conception—is responsible for the so-

called race suicide that makes it inevitable that in the

future other races should increase on this continent out

of all proportion to their capacity for appreciating our

institutions and assisting in their further development.

Competition has outlived its usefulness and co-

I
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operation should succeed it without delay. The majority

in any state have a power that is unlimited, and can

carr>- out any policy it decides upon. It can rigidly

regulate wages in ever>- industry and prevent liarmlul

foreign competition in it^ own markets by means that

will presently be explained, without in any way hamper-

ing foreign trade. "^ can revolutionize politics, finance

and trade; and the —al is, by argument and persua-

sion, by explanation a. . logic, let practical reformers be-

come the majority as soon as possible.

It will be contended that our dearly prized liberty

implies the right of anyone to purchase goods wherever

he desires. But there are limitations to every person's

liberty of action. No one is allowed to buy a slave to do

his work, and it is not unreasonably extending that pro-

hibition if he is prevented from dealing in the products

of slavish labor; and a human being with an immortal

soul is only a slave if he must work till the end of his life

for a bare existence that others may roll in wealth, as so

many have been obliged to do in other countries. If it

would be injurious to our condition of civilization—and

it is so recognized by our Government that strictly pro-

hibits it—to allow employers of labor to import men

under contract to work for wages that would practically

mean slavery, it is just as injurious to the well-being of

our working classes to allow the impoitation of the

products of that labor. We are endeavoring to create a

condition of civilization better than the world has ever

known, and are entitled to protect ourselves during the

process by forbidding anyone to endanger its success on

the plea that we are interfering with his liberty, entirely

unconscious that he proposes for his own profit, a greater

interference with the liberty of others than they do with

his. If an individual wants the liberty to follow his own
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money- .laking instincts how much greater right has a

nation or community to tlie liberty of promoting the well

being of all its individual members.

It is a waste of time to talk about individual liberty.

Even n policeman must obey rules and regulations and

a magistrate can no more break the laws with impunity

than can anyone else. A person has no inherent right to

buy in the cheapest market and sell in the dearest. If

he benefits by what he has to sell, others of his country-

men should benefit by what he must purchase.

The regulation of wages on the basis of equal pay for

equal hours of work, regardless of the nature of the occu-

pation, can only be brought about by Government con-

trol of profit and selling price, with the consequent con-

trol of importations of goods manufacturt-d in countries

that do not protect their labor from exploitation. This

might seem to mean that foreign trade would be impossible

because, on account of a high rate of wages, our natural

and manufactured products would be too expensive for

other countries to purchase, in other words, they could

get them cheaper somewhere else; but that does not

necessarily follow. Goods made a dollar-a-day work-

man in Europe would sell for as much here under Govern-

ment control of prices, as would similar goods that had

been made by our ten-dollar-a-day man, and the pro-

ceeds would enable the purchase of Canadian products,

at the established prices, that could be exported without

loss, notwithstanding that the selling price in Europe was

much less than in this country. Utility would be ex-

changed for utility regardless of the cost of production

in each country, and foreign trade would in no way be

hampered or made impossible.

Where it is considered advisable to establish a high

rate of wages for the deliberate purpose of improving the

)

>

I
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condition in life of the working m^n, Government con-

trol of the selling price of imported goods is absolutely

necessary, for the reason, that a free importation of cheap

goods would benefit only one party to the transaction.

In the first place, it would prevent employment in similar

production, and prevent as well, an even exchange for

our products that actually cost more to create than what

they would be worth in a country of cheap prices; but

if the prices of the imported goods were enhanced through

Government control, then the exchange could be made

with mutual benefit.

The process of fair trade between countries where

one has established a high wage scale, and the other

allows free competition in labor, can be illustrated by

imagining that Dacon is sixty cents a pound in this coun-

try and only twenty cents in England, while some varie-

ties of cloth is twenty cents a yard there and sixty cents

here. Obviously a pound of Canadian bacon could be

sold in England for one-third the price that prevailed in

this country, if the proceeds were invested in cloth that

would be three times as valuable when brought here.

Under these conditions there could be no unfair com-

petition or flooding of the market of either countr\';

only an equitable exchange of goods as they were needed

for use or consumption; with the possibility of an estab-

lished rate of wages, in this country at least, high enough

to put the humblest worker so far above penury that he

wouldn't recognize himself.

Cheap goods imply cheap labor unless tney result

from labor-saving inventions, in which case tl^e more the

merrier, as both production and wages can be increased

to the benefit of everyone. But cheap goods made by

cheap labor can only mean a low standard of living for a

considerable part of the population, and cannot in any

i!;
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priviuK others of a part nt uhat tluv earn, or .f it is the

re.ult of an increase in land valius, hv .UpriviiiK the

c.nniniinitv of what their presence creates and of the

income that they are entitled to use for i)ul.hc purposes.

No one need think that business or industry would

sufTer unless we had millionaire^. The wealthy usually

have their estates inanaRcd by some emcient employee

or agent, and such a man could just as well inanaKe pub-

lic or Government funds that f-nanced the employment

of lar)j;e numbers of men, so that the capitalist in the

final analysis is not needed at all, and is only an unneccs-

sarv burden on the back of the toiler. There is not a

factory or business in existence that could not be con-

ducted
-

St as economically and successfully by the

office, selling and production staff, if the capital was

provided by an issue of extinguishable legal tender, as

it is when it is provided by shareholders who have no

real control over it or who delegate that control to others.

If there was not the least possibility of becoming

excessively wealthy in any business or industry, on ac-

count of profits being divided among the workers; no

man's energy or aptitude for business would in any way

be impaired; everyone would do as they do now, the

best they could. And the fact that there were no mil-

lionaire: and none distressingly poor, would be so satis-

factory that ue could be forever bragging about our

high standard of Christian civilization.

That men who now hold public positions would refuse

to perform the functions of their office for the same wages

that the workers receiye, is not conceivable, as otherwise

thev might have to take a pick and shovel themselves;

and as the pleasure to be deriyed from following the two

occupations is in such contrast, we need nevei fear a
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Thee is no fmmdalion uhatevt-r for the belicl lluit

UKti who oc-cupy pubhc positions an- a superior race of

beings. As a matter of fact, they probably know less

and are much less competent than the majority of busi-

ness men wlio must face the keenest competition in their

fverydav alTairs, and the reason is, that public positions

must be filled by some one and it usually happens that

the man out of a job, the man who is too incom]H-tent

to run a business of his own, but who is innnediately

available; or the most persistent seeker after something

soft, gets the position, regardless of solid qualifications,

and stavs there till he dies. Ivlectcd ofTicials enjoy a

momentary popularity, but let one of them be out of

office for a few years and he couldn't get elected pound-

keeper. As a rule, one man knows as much as another,

but our occupations are so various, and our early training

and environment have been so difTerent, that any com-

parison of inherent capacity is extremely difficult; so

that while some succeed under present conditions, where

f)thers fail, the fault may not be with the individual. W>

cannot possibly all be leaders as only a few are required,

but we can all insist on havii. , the same financial rights

as the leaders, and should have them, as outside of

family relationship the relation of man to man is purely

financial.

CHAPTER VI

Control of Commodity Prices Necessary.

The French War Debt

Continual repetition of arguments is the best way of

emphasizing the need of essential reforms, and essential

reforms are the only ones on which our energ\' should be

concentrated. Palliatives not only dday the realization

r
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of just conditions, hut give the forces of reaction an

opportunity of employing counteracting measures, that

may to a ^'reat extent render such half-way reforms

useless.

It should be understood at the outset, that food pro-

duction will require the efforts of a continually decreas-

ing proportion of the population as long as improvements

continue to be made In labor-saving agricultural imple-

ments. Enough food is all that is needed now or ever

will be needed, so that a greater percentage of worker-

will necessarily be employed in creating relatively per-

manent forms of wealth, and as there is also a limit to

human needs of such wealth, it follows that in process

of time fewer workers will be required unless a reduction

in the hours of employment should give an opportunity

for everyone to have a fair share in the production of

such wealth. The alternative being charity for many,

or useless production for the pleasure of the extremely

wealthy.

Assuming that a reduction in the hours of labor be-

comes the settled policy of the workers, obviously there

would be less produced for each one to enjoy; therefore

an increase in wages would be impossible under present

financial conditions that makes interest on accumulated

wealth in land and other property the first charge on the

earnings of labor. Accumulated wealth will become

greater with each succeeding year, and consequently the

interest charges will be a heavier burden with an increas-

ing number of wealthy idlers.

The only way to prevent such a condition becommg

Intensified to the disadvantage of every worker, is to

eliminate interest charges as soon as possible avid in as

great an amount. Workingmen do rot realize the

insidious and successful demands that interest on other
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people's property make on their earnings. Absolutely a

proportion of the nrice of everything they purchase

ultimately gets into the pockets of some one as interest

received on the value of some kind of property. How
great the amount is, that is taken imperceptibly from the

vages of labor, is easily calculated from the figures repre-

senting the national wealth and the number who actually

produce wealth as distinguished from the number engaged

in gainful occupations. A man who makes his living

trading horses, or preaching, may be engaged in a very

lucrative and gainful occupation, and not be a producer

of wealth in any meaning of the term, so that it has been

calculated, that if interest charges on property of every

kind, including debts, could be eliminated, wages could

be immediately doubled, or if they remain at the present

scale, that hours of labor could be reduced one-half.

If the principle of extinguishable paper money be

accepted by a majority of the voters and put into prac-

tical effect, interest charges would rapidly disappear,

because the money needed for Government, municipal

and collective use to finance public utilities and basic

industries, would not be interest-producing, and the

amount thus saved would be available for an advance in

wages, or if not so used, would justify a reduction in the

hours of labor.

While the use of extinguishable paper money to obvi-

ate the payment of interest charges by Governments,

and to finance all public undertakings, as well as for

furnishing working capital for industries controlled by

the workers themselves; would justify a doubling of the

present rate of wages, or a material reduction in the hours

of employment; it might not have that effect unless a

rigid control of the sale of imported goods came into

effect at the same time. The free importation of goods

U
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made in a country where labor was not protected, and

where men worked for starvation wages would more than

offset the advantage gained, because to meet such low

prices labor would have to accept wages that were only

as much higher than in other countries as what freight

and custom duties would permit; otherwise the foreigner

would have the whole market, with our workers dis-

persed through the country getting a bare living from

the soil, with the consequent reduction in prices of

agricultural products to a profitless basis.

But if the Government controlled the selling prices

of all goods, both domestic and foreign, there would be

no such danger. I have before pointed out how trade

could be carried on between countries that established a

high wage scale for the benefit of its workers, and those

that left them open for exploitation by capital. Perhaps

further explanation would make it more understandable.

During the war the Government did control the selling

prices of some commodities with considerable resulting

saving to the people; such control could be made per-

manent and extended to all kinds of goods. When we

stop to think of it, prices are controlled now, but by indi-

viduals or combines for their own profit. One instance

is milk. Every six months the prices are set by agree-

ment between the producers and distributors, and in no

case do they vary during those six months, which is in

every way more desirable than would be continual

dickering, therefore let an elected Government board set

the wholesale and retail price on everything. Continual

fluctuations in values is of no benefit to anyone except,

perhaps, a few middlemen. With the wholesale and

retail prices controlled, and groups of workingmen financed

by the Government with extinguishable paper monev,

that they might receive the full returns from their labor,
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foreign manufacturers could not possibly control our

market by underselling our own producers.

It is true that the foreign manufacturer would get a

larger amount of Canadian money for his goods than he

would under free competition, but it would be useless to

him unless he changed it for Canadian goods at the price

that our scale of wages necessarily placed upon them.

That he could do so at a profit is quite understandable,

because the decrease in the selling price when removed
to his own country, would be offset by the enhanced

value of his goods in this country as a result of Govern-

ment control of selling prices. Thus trade between na-

tions would be possible and profitable notwithstanding

that the conditions that governed existence in one coun-

try were immeasurably better than in the other.

If all workers were prosperous and contented, with

leisure to enjoy life in a manner that had always before

been denied theni, every professional man and woman
would benefit equally with the worker. Doctors, Law-
yers, Dentists, Artists, Writers, Inventors, Teachers and
numbers of other professions that it is needless to enum-
erate, would find that no interference in their affairs was
contemplated, and that they would be more prosperous

than ever. Not being employed by others in profit-

making enterprises, and not being paid wages in the

general sense, they would be as independent in their

activities as they are to-day; therefore they should sup-

port, and assist in securing every reform that the workers

ask for, and in all probability will do so.

The proposition to create paper money in the same
way it is at present being created, but in larger amounts, as

a prerogat-ve of Government for the purpose of financing

the operatioi • of the working classes with the intention

of saving them the money that is now taken from their

'1
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earnings to pay interest charges, and that would then be
available for increasing wages, will arouse a chorus of

disapproval from a great many, and perhaps none will

make more noise than the person who profits to the ex-
tent of three dollars a year from some small deposit in a
bank. As regards business men, it is safe to believe that
they will raise no objections, because it is from business
operations that they make their livelihood and the cheaper
money can be secured, and the less interest, they have to
pay, the better s;,' ;fied they are likely to be; besides,
the greater the purchasing power of the community, the
greater their business and profits. The financial reforms
I have outlined would not in any way interfere with the
operations of business men. Wages might be doubled,
with shorter hours, that's all. If money is available for

business purposes, and the competition of cheap foreign
goods is made harmless by Government control of prices,

business men would welcome a higher rate of wages and
a higher standard of living. The working man whose
wages are small is a poor purchaser and a poor consumer
of manufactured products. If, by financial reform inter-

est charges can be eliminated to a great extent, there
will necessarily be more money available for labor out
of the combined earnings of tlie community, and employ-
ers would pay high wages with more satisfaction than
they now pay small ones.

Opposition to financial reform would of course be
voiced by those who are ikjw living, and expect to con-
tinue to live, without work; and we will be accused of
proposing to rob the widow and fatherless; but there is

no proposal put forward to wrong anyone. Not a cent
of aecumulated wealth would be taken from anybody,
but wealth would not produce the interest returns it does
now, unless the owners became engaged in some business
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or undertaking; if that was impossible, and the capital
that had previously produced a revenue that supported
the owner without the necessity of working, was used upm hvmg expenses, no one would suffer, because old age
pensions, and pensions for the sick and helpless, would
then be as possible as they are now impossible, under
present financial conditions.

We have only to contrast the proposition for an ex-
ingu.shable paper money issue, and Government con-

trol of prices with ihe consequent doubling of the rateof wages, with hours of employment so arranged that

the Smgle Tax proposition, to realize how equable it isA tax on land sufficiently great to take its full rentalvalue would confiscate half the wealth of the worldAnd wh;l. It might be beneficial to the community as awhole .t .s impossnole of realization on account of itsman^est injustice. Even if a person paid no more taxeon his house and lot under the Single Tax system thanhe does now, half the selling value would be wiped outbeyond recovery. His house would be worth no morethan It would cost to build another one. but his landwould . ,, ,,,,^ ^^^^^^^ ^ ^^^ ^^ .^^
ut ^his laiid

value. That such a proposition should have received

1 ws That :
"'"'/' ''^ "^"^ ^"^^"'^^"' -- -P ys^ovvs that their judgment was overwhelmed hv theirwhole-hearted desire to improve the condition in li e othe working people. With an issue of extinguishabl

paper money the capital value of land might graduXbe acquired by the municipality, when it would be p^^ible to deed such land to builders on their undertaking
to pay Its rental val.j- no .„* t _ .

""lasmg
•

^-•- "t.i;i ^cai tu year, the im-
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provements, of course, being tax free; which would give

us the benefit of a single tax without doing injustice to

anyone.

The war debt problem of the allied nations is a serious

one. The situation in France is perhaps worse than in

the other countries, and with tlie persistence of anti-

quated financial notions grave unrest is likely to e-ist

until some fundamental reform is put into practical

effect. Before the war the total French wealth, includ-

ing land, was about sixty billions of dollars, approxi-

mately fifteen hundred dollars for each man, woman and
child. The total annual income was seven billions of

dollars, about two hundred dollars for each person, while
the Government income was one billion of dollars. The
present budget proposes a collection from the people of

three and a half times that amount, or half the pre-war
income of the whole nation. The issue of paper money
has been increased u itil now it is six billions of dollars,

one dollar in ten of the national wealth, or one hundred
and fifty dollars to each individual. Obviously an
amount altogether too small under the circumstances.
Property is universally considered good security for half

its value in money, therefore a further amount of paper
money equal to the interest-bearing debt due to its own
citizens, and used for the purpose of paying such debt,
could be issued without the least misgivings arising as to
it retaining its normal value as a medium of exchange,
providing always, that it was an extinguishable issue,

with a proportionate amount destroyed each yf \r. The
result that 'would follow the payment of the French
domestic debt in this manner would be, that the posses-
sors of this money who previously lived on the interest

payments from the Government would become active
members of society, outtinir their monev to use in em-
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ploying themselves or others. The money would na-

turally gravitate back to the Government as a result of

the compulsory payment of taxes, and in twenty years
would have ceased to exist, and with it would have dis-

appeared into limbo the huge French war debt.

The most unaccountable views regarding the value of

paper money as a medium of exchange, are held by
people who should know better. It is believed that large

issues result in depreciation, but it never does unless the

Government that issued it passes out of existence, or

what is worse, repudiates its own money by refusing to

accept it for some form of dues and taxes, demanding
metal instead. As long as it is accepted at its face value
for all debts due the Government, it will never depreciate,

although its interest production will be much less than
when there is a scarcity, which would be a blessing in

any way you look at it.

If any country created legal tender paper money
equivalent in amount to two thousand dollars for each
individual, it would ultimately be possessed by the people
in sums running from a few hundred dollars up into

thousands, and have we any reason to believe that any-
one would then have more than they needed for business

purposes, or to provide against sickness and old age? I

do not think " e have. Unless money exists in sufficient

quantities, it is utterly impossible for everyone to save
enough to protect their old age against the hardships of

penury, and neither is it possible for the people through
their Government to be as charitable to the old and
unfortunate as their profession of civilized Christianity

imposes iipon them. In the case of France, if two thous-

and dollars in legal tender per individual were created,

it would amount to eighty billions of dollars, nearly three
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extinguishablc paper money to pay the loans raised in

their own country, and to stimulate the productive
activities of the people, is in every way necessary and
desirable if the workers are to have an opportunity of

returning the money in proportionate annual amounts to
be destroyed, while working for wages that will supply
all the comforts of life.

The producing power of the workers is limited by
their physical strength; no one can work all the time,
and if interest charges on a huge war debt absorb more
of the earnings of labor than was expected, then wages
will fall below the level of pre-war times. There is no
other possibility, regardless of what the workers wish or
threaten. But if the interest charges can be eHminated
by paying the debt with an issue of extinguishablc legal

tender—holding it for the owners to check against if

necessary—then out of the national earnings money will

be available to pay higher wages. With higher wages
the debt is proportionately less and easier paid, and, of

course, is not paid until the last dollar of that particular
issue is collected and destroyed. In the case of the
Allied Nations, such collection and destruction of the
money that paid the war debt might be extended over a
period of fifty years, which would be at the rate of two
per cent, a year; some contrast to accepted financial

methods, that, paying five per cent, yearly for sixty

years would pay the original debt three times and still

owe the whole amount.

If our present financial system is adhered to, and
wages drop as they must, the debt becomes proportion-
ately larger and more of a burden on the workers with
seething discontent that bodes ill for everyone; so that
the conclusion becomes irresistible that radical financial

reform is necessary and inevitable if we are to success-
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fully cope with the problem of the allied war debts, and
prevent as well such an exhibition of force to bring about
reforms as we see in Russia, where the misery caused the
innocent and helpless overbalances any good that can
possibly flow from it.

CHAPTER VII

The Problem of the National Debt
The following letter was printed in a Toronto paper

and illustrates better than could words of mine, the
utterly hopeless attitude that Government officials take
towards the public debt.

"Replying to yours of the 31st ultimo . . I

hope that not only journals such as yours, but the
people at large, will keep in mind the following facts

:

Before the war our national debt was $330,000,000;
one year after the war it will be between one and a
half billions and one and tliree-quarter billions of
dollars. Before the war our revenue was $150,000,-
000, which took care of the general business of the
country and provided a reasonable amount for pub-
lic works; after the war it will take at least $300,-

000,000, and probably $350,000,000, to carry on the
country alone, including interest on the public debt
and pensions."

"Perhaps you would like to write an article

pointing out to the government from what source
this additional one hundred and fifty to two hundred
millions of dollars is to be derived, and then I would
also like to have your opinion as to how far the
Government would be justified in borrowing money
in large quantities, upon which further interest
would have to be paid, in addition, of course, to that
upon the present debt.

"

F. B. Carvell.
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The Hon. Mii.ister ol Public Works says, in tfTect:

"Our financial needs are ^reat ; the jjcople now know

the worst, and will have to supply tlie money, leaving

us to do the best we can with it." That's all; nothing

about blazing a new trail, nothing about unproving finan-

cial methods that may have been satisfactory generations

ago, when the common people were mere hewers of wood

and drawers of water; instead of being as they are now,

full partners in a national enterprise designed to secure

the comfort and prosperity of even the humblest citizen.

If the lion. Minister of Public Works is puzzled over

the financial outlook, he is possibly no more so than others,

who must somehow or other bring order out of the chaes

caused by the unstinted and olten extravagant war ex-

penditure of the various countries. And these views on

the problem of national debt, are offered in hopes that

they may throw some light on a situation that is com-

plicated and unsatisfactory; but that will press for solu-

tion with increasing force as the great war recedes into

the past, and the demands of the toiling masses for the

total results of their labor become more insistent and

menacing.

On the Government of ewry country devolves the

duty of providing a medium of exchange for the use of

its citizens. We have seen that our own Government pro-

vides a part of the needed amount by coining gold and

silver, and issuing its own promises to pay, in notes of

various denominations, while delegating to groups of

incorporated individuals the power to issue still more

paper money; to be put into circulation by loaning it to

the business interests at a profit, whitli last year (1918)

amounted to some fifteen millions of dollars net.

Assuming that the larger amount mentioned by the

Hon. Ivimisier oi rubiic Works, three iiunured and iiity
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millions of dollars, will he needed to carry on the business

of the country and pay interest char>,as and pensions, it

follows that the greatest activity will be necessary on the

part of everyone, if that amount is to be earned and
provided over and above our living expenses and the

other fixed charges that we have been carrying for so

many years. And to that end a scarcity of money must
not be allowed to hinder the employment of labor in any
industry or undertaking. If there is not enough avail-

able for everyone who needs it for productive purposes,

then more must l)c created in just the same way as what
we now have has been created; and if the banks will not

meet every demand for loans on the usual security, then

the C>overnment must itself do so, by creating paper
motley in the same manner as heretofore, and lending it

on the same conditions that the banks impose as regards

security for its return.

No one doubts the security that the country offers

for its bonded indebtedness; and had the war continued

longer, that indebtedness might have been doubled with-

out the least suspicion being voiced that the security for

its payment was not in every way ample. That being

accepted as true, it must also be true that a money issue

of the same am unt would have been just as well secured;

therefore an increased mone_\ issue to discharge the public

debt, and thus save interest charges, is in every way
warranted by the circumstances.

During the war very little building was possible,

partly on account of high prices for material, but prin-

cipally because it was almost impossible to secure loans,

as the result of so much money having been advanced
to the Government for patriotic reasons. Inquiry shows
that the scarcity of money for building loans is just as

acute as evei, which suggcsis Llic Lhoughl ihat if a con-
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sidcrablc part, or ivcii tlii' whole of tin- domestic loans

were repaid hv an issue of government legal tender paper

money, that the situation would he much relieved, and

that money would he available for many enterprises be-

sides buildini;. Ivvcry consideration points to the fact

that it would be advisable to retire all domestic loans by

an issue of government money, even if as nmch as six

months' interest bomis had to be given, because the

money would seek investment, and that investment would

mean industrial activity, and itidustrial activity would

mean g'vater ability to provide the money that it is

admitted the Government must have; and the Govern-

ment would owe no more in the form of notes than it

does in the form of bonds, with a considerable saving in

interest charges, which means that the people would have

more money for business purposes, and less would bt

required from th^m in the way of taxes and other dues.

Assuming that all loans raised in this country were

paid by an issue of extinguishable legal tender, there

would remain only the foreign loans to take into consid-

eration; and because foreign loans are always paid by a

shipment of manufactured goods or natural products,

that are Fold and the necessary foreign money secured

to liquidate the loan at the place of origin, then all

foreign loans could be paid by the Government purchas-

ing our natural and manufactured products and selling

them in the country wiiere the loan was to be paid. It

needs little imagination to foresee the gicat industrial

activity that would follow the inauguration of such a

policy; and if an amount of this Government legal

tender money equal to five per cent, of the national debt,
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destroyed each year, not only the entire debt, but the

entire issue of money tliat paid it, v )iiid have ..ally

disappeared in twenty years.

Anyone who objects to a (joverninent issue of le^al

tender equa4 in ainr)unt to its debts, for the purpose of

paying them, and sa\ inj.; interest charges of ninety mil-

lions of dollars a year; will have to show that the securii -

behind such an ' sue is not just as great as behind a bond

issue, and if Uiey are unable to do so there is nothing

more to be said. But perhaps the objection will be that

to issue an amount of paper money would result in severe

depreciation. Let us see if it would or would net.

The debt being, say, one billion and eight hundred

millions of dollars, and the population tight millions, it

works out at two hundred and twenty-five dollars for

each person; but as the debt could not conceivably be

paid except over a period of some years on ^ .-count ^'

the necessity of paying a considerable portion of it with

cxportaVile goods, no more than possibly a huntlred and

twenty-five dollars m Ciovernnient money per each in-

dividual would have to be provided, an amount so rela-

tively small, that to fear depreciation in its value would

be idiotic, especially as it would be legal tender for all

debts, public and private, with everyone anxious to re-

deem it with something tiiey had to sell. Besides the

Government would demand that they be paid back dur-

ing each year three hundred and fifty millions of it, or

forty-four dollars from each tnan, woman and child.

If people really knew \\hat caused depreciation in the

value of paper money, it c<ndd nc^' be made such a bogey

by those who oppose any financial change through fear

of losing some pecuniary advantage that the present

system afTords them. Ordinari./, depreciatioti means
Al._A -_-t.M- i«-_ .. A_ 1 1 _r 1.- - _ ._• __ A ...A
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thing else has become dearer. People with steady in-

comes know this only too well, their money is not nearly

as valuable as it was five years ago; in comparison with

the value of some articles of every-day use, its purchasing

power has depreciated one-half. But depreciation in its

worst form, is the result of the government that issued

the money disappearing from the face of the earth, as

witness the southern confederacy. Between the two

extremes of a relative depreciation following a variable

increase in the price of commodities as the result of war,

and total n aluelessness because a government has col-

lapsed, is the depreciation caused 1 i government that.

Ahile perfectly soKent and able to wenther the storm of

war, has entered into obligations that ncces ates the

use of gold to pay for importations, and therefore refuses

to accept its own notes in payment of custom and other

dues, thus compelling its own citizens to supply it with

the metal, to their individual and collective loGS of an

amount equal to the premium that becomes attached to

gold. No such possibilities face us. No nation in the

world has fewer eneriies or a more patriotic ,,opulation,

while our natural resources are so abundant that only an

adequate amount of the medium of exchange, and relief

from an unnecessary interest burden is needed to make

us the most prosperous country in the world.

Why anyone should object to our debt being paid in

the only way possible, and in a way that would incite the

greatest industrial activity, is not understaadable
;
but

then I don't know that anyone will object. So far as

o jection to the proposition is concerned, the insurmount-

able obstacle that will have to be overcome by the ob-

jector, is my contention that the security back of the

present bond issue, that on all sides is admitted sufficient,

would be just as effective behind a money issue; par-
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ticularly as such a large part of it must be returned to

the Government each year in the form of taxes and other

dues.

The Hon. Minister of Public Works invited sugges-

tions from a weekly journal regarding the somces from

which an increased re\'enue of two hundred millions of

dollars a year might be derived. Obviously there is no

other source than the people. They must earn the

money and hand it over as the result of a multitudinous

number of petty exactions on matches, toilet articles,

medicines, tobacco^ etc. There is no possible escape.

The people who work will have to pay to the last dollar.

Even if a business tax secures millions from the employ-

ers of labor, it will only be farming out the taxes, as in

the last analysis the worker is the one who pays; and as

he must pr.y, the only fair thing is for the Government to

see that no industry languishes and no opportunity for

employment is lost, through the lack of sufficient medium

of exchange to make possible the desirable and neces-

sary activity.

Did the Hon. Minister ever think that a few millions

of revenue might be secured by lending to the business

community government notes that were issued for that

express purpose, and additional millions, if the savings

deposits were removed from the custody of the banks,

as they should be, and the profit from their use retained

by the Government. While that would not meet the

increased needs it would help some, especially as the

Government is not above imposing a tax of one cent on

articles in common use.

The Directors of the Canadian Government Railways

require ninety millions of dollars for extensions and im-

provements, which offers a good opportunity to prove

the absolute soundness of an issue of extinguishable

i

M
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paper money to finance public works, and to be destroyed

at the rate of five per cent, a year until it passes out of

existence. If it is not done, another interest charge of

fou' millions of dollars a year will be added to the people's

burdens, for the benefit of men who now have more than

they ne d, and, as usual, it will come out of the pockets

of those least able to afford it.

. CHAPTER VIII

Borrowing "Money" in Other Countries

Money as a means of facilitating the exchange of

commodities has been in existence from the earliest times

and apparently its use could not be dispensed with. So

necessary is a medium oi exchange that its destruction

would paralyze every industry except focxi production,

and it would remain paralyzed until facilities for exchange

were again restored. Not only must a medium of ex-

change exist, but it must be of sufficient volume to meet

each and every demand for its use. It must not be

liable to monopoly or control by any corporation or class

of citizens, so that an artificial restriction of its use would

amount in efttct, to a reduction in the indispensable

quantity without which stable and healthy industrial

conditions cannot exist.

No one denying the need of a medium of exchange,

it becomes impossible to deny the need of having enough.

The criterion by which we can judge whether our Govern-

ment and the various incorporated financial institutions

that have the power of creating "money," have provided

enough, will be found in the fact of whether or not, busi-

ness men or corporations, municipalities and even the

Government itself, can secure in our own country, the
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funds for temporary or permanent investment necessary

to finance business enterprises and public improvements

for the purpose of trade and the development of natural

resources, without the need of borrowing in other coun-

tries and creating a burden of interest charges that are

both oppressive and unnecessary.

The creation of an adequate amount of money o»-

medium of exchange is not impossible. The mere fact

that so many people believe that money may be bor-

rowed in other countries and brought here, shows that

they unconsciously recognize that the government of the

country in which they believe it possible to borrow, has

been wise enough to create sufficient money, not only to

facilitate the production and distribution of commodities

that keep their own people usefully employed, but have

in addition, created a surplus that may be loaned in

other countries to their consequent advantage. I repeat,

they ascribe such financial wisdom to the rulers of other

countries unconsciously, because if they were conscious

of the actual meaning of the measures of financial relief

they expected to secure by borrowing abroad, they would

be up in arms, at the gross and unforgivable negligence

of their own Government in not providing as much

money as conditions of production and distribution re-

quired; thus not only saving to the people the immense

yearly interest tribute—for which we receive in return

only an acknowledgement on a scrap of paper—but

providing at the same time, the means of increasing pro-

duction and consequently distribution and consumption

to such an extent that lack of employment would be

unknown throughout the length and breadth of the laud.

A widely prevalent belief that the moon was made of

green cheese would be no more ridiculous and silly,

though incomparably less harmful, than is the actual and
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almost universal belief that money can be borrowed m

other countries and broughL here to be used; thus m-

creasing bv that amount the volume of our currency.

Money borrowed in other countries cannot be brought

here to increase the amount in circulation and never is.

The money created by other governments is not a legal

tender in this country, and there would be no way of

getting it into general circulation, as the public would

refuse to use it through unfamiliarity with its value. It

is goods, natural and mar ifactured products, not money,

that is really borrowed in other countries, and the bor-

rower secures the money as a result of the imported goods

being ^old; the transaction being financed by the bank-

ing interests. The Hon. Thos. White, Canadian Min-

ister of Finance, has declared that we borrow goods, not

money, and only a mar whose head is solid ivory would

dispute the statement he made in this connection before

the Montreal Canadian Club, on Dec. 14. 1914.

He said: "Now it must be borne in mind that if a

nation borrows it must import. You can either say that

you borrow by way of import or that your importations

represent your borrow'ngs. Otherwise you would im-

port your borrowings in gold which no lending nation

would permit you to do. Canada has borrowed nearly

three tliousand milhon dollars in Great Eritam, four

times the amount of gold in the United Kingdom. The

conclusion clearly is that to obtain your borrowings you

must import commodities."

This great amount, three thousand millions of dollars,

is nu^ ^o be understood as having been borrowed by the

Canadian Government alone. It represents the total

indebtedness of the peopl- of this country to the people
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of Great Britain, that is, the borrowings of the Dominion,
Provincial and municipal governments, and of railway,

financial, manufacturing and trading corporations.

Having abandoned the belief that is deep-rooted in

the minds of everyone, that we can and have borrowed
money in other countries and brought it here to be added
to the amount previously in circulation, we may perhaps
realize that there is a financial problem and that on its

correct solution depends the well-being of the common
people. If we can find the solution, then means can be taken
to bring our government as well as our financial institu-

tions to a realization of their duties to the pubhc, which,
after all, is the source from whence is derived their power
as well as profits, and who cannot in fairness be con-
sidered as having no interest in the matter, though, un-
fortunately, they have so far shown little.

Of all the millions of dollars in money the Canadian
people have so implicitly beUeved was being borrowed
and brought to this country to finance the production of

wealth from our forests and fertile lands, from our fish-

eries and mineral areas, it turns out as a matter of fact,

that it was not money, but millions of dollars' worth of

goods that was borrowed, and that goods, not money,
were imported as a result of that borrowing; goods that
might better have been made here unless they were to
have been paid for by an exportation of our own products
of an equal value. The utter absence of British money
from store or workshop and factory, from railway con-
struction and lumbering camps, even after large borrow-
ings had been announced, should have excited suspicion,

but apparently did not. So we continued to borrow
goods that we should have made, but could uot, because
our medium of exchange was not abundant enough to

finance the production of sufficient wealth to keep us
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continuously employed as the result of its creation and

circulation being controlled by a grou^. of banking in-

stitutions that by utterly unsound but plausible argu-

ments, so hoodwinked the producing and distributing

interests that they allowed a virtual monopoly to be

made of our medium of exchange, and without protest

saw such profits as 18% being made by the banks.

The following is a choice sample of the utterly mis-

leading statements that have too often been accepted as

true on account of the position held by the person mak-

ing them. In this case it was the general manager of

one of the larger banking institutions who said in his

annual address to the shareholders not five weeks after

the memorable declaration of the Finance Minister on

Montreal: "We were confronted in August last by an

unprecedented situation, being suddenly thrown upon

our own resources by the stoppage of the fl(nv of foreign

capital. Until this flow is resumed, it is evident that

we must live within ourselves. The problem is, can we

do it? I think it is possible."

There can be no doubt whatever about this being a

deliberate attempt at deception and an effort to cover up

the delinquencies of his own bank by placing the blame

for an apparent shortage of money where it didn't belong,

and because foreign capital is outside Canadian control,

he got away with it; and the people weren't wise enough

to turn the searchlight on the sources of native capital

whose utilization might to some extent be controlled by

public opinion, so his bank kept in its vaults the millions

of dollars it had withdrawn from circulation during the

short period of six months.

Such a false and unfair statement should never have

been made by a man in his position. He could not plead

ignorance, because, being a banker, he knew just as well
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as the Finance Minister did, that there had never bee a

flow of foreign capital. The only flow there had ever

been was one of fo; ign goods that were sold here by the

borrowers and the proceeds used in their various enter-

prises, li was the only wa v' they could get hold of

Canadian money, and the importation prevented the

production of three thousand millions of dollars worth
of Canadian goods, besides leaving the country in debt

an equal amount with an interest charge of one hundred
and fifty millions of dollars a year. And to say that

since the flow of borrowed goods had stopped that we
must live within ourselves until the flow resumed, was
superlative nonsense as harmful as it was purposely

idiotic.

That our banks might make excessive and unreason-
able profits they have restricted the creation of our
medium of exchange to such an inadequate amount tha*

its loanable value is much grc er than it should be, so

that large business concerns and even our governments
resort to borrowing at the cheaper rate prevailing in

Great Britain. The amount borrowed being advanced
by Canadian banks until British goods were brought
here and sold, with the inevitable result that the "bor-
rowed" goods take the place of goods that would have
been made here had enough "money" been created in

this country to finance private and government activity.

And there is absolutely no reason why enough "money"
should not have been created to supply every demand.
We have gold, silver and paper in abundance, and it

would have been created except for that unholy greed
for profit that actuates our financial institutions.

Our financial position is far from satisfactory; our
indebtedness to other countries through borrowing in-

creases over three hundred millions of dollars a year
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with no prospect of its ever being reduced unless financial

reform can be brought about by a united demand from

the people whose activities are adversely affected by a

continuation of the present system.

If in the ordinary course of trade, other countries had

sent us manufactured goods and raw material, we could

have matched their values with the food products and

lumber we sent them, and we would equally have profited

by the transaction. But we could not make such equit-

able exchange of goods while handicapped by an insuffi-

cient amount of medium of exchange that caused inde-

cision and loss of time, and often unprofitable undertak-

ings with periods of stagnation and unemployment that

in the aggregate meant a loss equal to the amount in

which we became indebted through the unwise financial

system for which our banks and government were re-

sponsible.

Had there been an adequate supply made of the

medium of exchange, activity would have been un-

restrained and accumulations of natural and manufac-

tured products—yes, accumulations, for it is only by

accumulating wealth Jiat a nation becomes wealthy—

would have awaited a fair exchange, and we could easily

have provided from our profits whatever money was

necessary for expenses of government and public works.

K one will give the subject even the most superficial

consideration, it is at tice apparent that money can

never be transferred from ons country to another except

in negligible amounts, for the reason that it is not a

legal tender in any country except that in which it orig-

inates, and, besides, no country could very well spare

any of its currency for there is little enough anywhere to
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make possible the almost numberless daily exchanges of

commodities, unless the lending nation was prepared to

resort to barter.

When our Government or a municipality, a railway

or business corporation borrow money in other countries,

the money is not brought here, but pays for goods that

are brought here and sold, so that the proceeds of ihe

loan is received in Canadian money that was actually

here before the loan was negotiated, but in the round-

about process of getting the money, goods are brought

into the country and take the place of goods that other-

wise would have been manufactured or produced m our

own factories by our own citizens, and to the extent of the

value of the loan or rather importation of goods, the transac-

tion has prevented production and caused unemployment^

And the heralded borrowing that was to be such an aid

to the development of our country turns out to be a

delusion and a snare, and never added a dollar to our

circulating medium. The money that paid the wages of

the laborer on railway construction work was Canadian

bank or Government notes. And for every man who

got a job with pick and shovel, two were kept out of

work in field or factory by that unwarranted importation

of goods that we could just as well have made or, if the

importation had come in, in the ordinary course of trade,

would have been paid for by an exportation of our own

goods of an equal value, which of course would have

afforded our working men the same amount of employ-

ment.
,, ,, ,

\ny actual transference of so-called money has

alwavs been in the form of bullion which, as a product of

labor, seeks a market the same as any other commodity,

whether it be wheat, pork, lumber or any other tangible

result of human activity. But gold, for reasons that
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anyone can understand, is more convenient to use in

settling trade balances between countries whenever such

settlements are considered desirable, than is any 'her

commodity. And such a transference of roW is a trans-

ference of "goods," not "money." From a country like

ours, so much in debt that its total annual w.ld p^roduc-

tion would not begin to even pav intercut charges, the

exportation of gold is simply the exportation of so much

raw material.

Undoubtedly objection will be takei to my argument

that the importation of "borrowed" goods prevents to

that extent the production of Canadian made goods, and

the claim will be advanced that the proceeds of the sale

of "borrowed" goods will pay for other work that is just

as necessary as would be the production of the native

goods, that would take the place of "borrowed" goods.

This is a fair statement of the arguments of those who

support the policy of borrowing and would merit consid-

eration if it was true, but the facts are. that if a little

money could be created in this country, enough could

just as well have been made, when the work could have

proceeded without the necessity of borrowing in other

countries at all; and had the goods still been imported,

they would have been paid for with Canadian goods, with

the result that twice as much employment would have

been afforded Canadian labor, as would have b( n

afforded had the importation represented borrowed money,

and we would have been saved the interest charges that

we must continue to pay for an interminable number of

years; for railway, municipal and government indebted-

ness nave never shown any signs during my existence

that they would ever become less.

If it were possible to bring borrowed money here and

i,po,> it Jn t>iP rniintr\'. much of the objection to borrow-
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ing abroad would disappear because then whatever goods

were impcrtc.l would have to be paid with the goods

we produced, and in time the accunuilations of

borrowed money would be sufTieient t-. tinance any pro-

jected enterprise or public work, when borrowing abroad

would automatically cease. But when borrowed goods

on which interest will have to be paid for an tmknown

number of years are brought here, there is no mcrease m

our circulating medium, so that no great accumulations

of capital are possible, and the process r.f borrowmg

goods must be continued indefmitely, which means less

production of wealth, less prosperitv, and less ability to

pay taxes.

Of course, the excuse is, and always has been, that

the people could not pay enough in taxes to support the

Government and provide the necessary public works

and, in addition, supply the money to develop the natural

resources of the country, so that a resort to borrowmg

"goods" became necessary. If that is true, how and

when did they become rich enough not only to provide

the Government with three hundred and fifty million

dollars a year for public expenses, and in addition pay

one hundred and fiftv million dollars a year interest on

borrowed goods, and pay as they are expected to pay and

will have to pay, three thousand million dollars due as

principal. If the security the people of Canada caii

offer for the repayment of three thousand million dollars

worth of borrowed goods is considered satisfactory, would

not the security have been just as satisfactory, for a money

issue by the government or bv the banks for any reqmred

amount up to three thousand millions, for the develop-

ment of the country and the u.e of individuals m facihtat-

ing the exchange of what they produce? It certamly
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of his toil. And that duty is not performed unless an

adequate amount of the medium of exchange is provided

to facilitate the production and exchange of commodities.

Canadians individually should be as wealthy as any
people in the world, great wealth or extreme poverty

should be unknown, and unemployment unheard of.

But such desirable conditions must wait on a change in

our financial system. A halt should be called to this

eternal borrowing. We must pay as we go, even if we
cannot immediately begin to reduce our liabilities in

other countries. Financial methods must be studied, so

that the advocates of sound and sane finance may be
able to refute the arguments of those who, through lack

of knowledge or because it is profitable to themselves,

uphold a system that is unwise, inequitable and unjust

to every toiler, business man and agriculturist in the land.

We know that people in other countries have invested

money in Canada because they thought it profitable to

do so, and if good judgment was used in making the

investment, an income has been enjoyed in their homes
in other lands, that was earned by human hands toiling

in the fields or mines and forests of Canada.
That is supposed to be developing the country with

foreign capital and is likewise supposed to be very bene-

ficial to the country. But if the Government and the

banks had pr.vided sufficient money, and had encouraged

industrial development wherever the employment of

labor was profitable, or wherever labor was available

and wanted employment, theie would have been no
opportunity for the in/estment of foreign capital, and
all the profits would have remained with us. And the

results would be seen in better homes, in better and more
congenial surroundings, and a higher standard of living

and comfort.
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But British and foreign capital is no more brought

here for investment than is British or foreign money after

it is borrowed. In both cases they come here by way of

importations of goods, that have to be sold and changed

into Canadian money—though not in such a slow man-

ner as a recital of the fact would seem to indicate, for

the volume of international trade is so large and the sys-

tem of adjustments adopted by the banks so efficient,

that an apparent importation of ^loney can be effected

with little delay—which in every case pays for the labor

and material used in the industry being developed. And

in every case, as I have before pointed out, the importa-

tion of these goods as a loan or investment prevents the

production here of goods of equal value.

Newcomers to our country can brjng us nothing that

we should need except themselves. Everything else we

have or ought to have in abundance. We have agricul-

tural and pasture lands, mineral areas and forest regions,

water powers and fisheries, which we could not borrow

from other countries even if we wanted to. They are

here, the sources of our present and future wealth and

coming greatness, and the profits from the production,

distribution and utilization of that great wealth should

all be ours. No hundred and fifty millions of dollars a

year should go, virtually a gift, to people who live in

other countries, simply because we have too long allowed

ourselves to be deceived by plausible but wholly unsound

arguments. We should not continue this unnatural

tribute any longer than the time required to change our

financial methods and liquidate that enormous debt of

three thousand millions of dollars in the way and manner

I have elsewhere described.

The b'^Uef is almost universal that to bring in outside

money to assist in developing the resources of our coun-

try is in the highest degree a work of patriotism. I have
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endeavored to make it plain that money from other

countries is never actually brought here. I do not aSk

you to believe it on my unsupported assertion. The
highest authority in Canada, the Finance Minister, has

declared that no country would allow its money to be

exported, and that when we borrow, \ -> borrow goods.

If you would not accept my state* .iit as being true,

you certainly will accept his.

All a citizen of another country can do with his money
to help develop our country is to exchange it for ours,

which plainly does not add a dollar to our circulation,

but does result in an importation of good3 of the same
value without any of the advantages of a counterbalancing

exportation. But if instead of money, he brought horses

and cattle, farming implements and household effects,

and an actual increase i.i the wealth of the country to

that extent become apparent, it would have no bearing

on the question I am discussing. Even if the population

was greatly increased in that manner, there would be no

greater individual earnings or individual wealth while

finan-;^;al conditions remain as they are.

The importation of ihrec hundred millions of dollars'

worth of borrowed goods each year, which is about the

amount of our supposed borrowing of "money," on which

interest to the amount of about fifteen millions of dollars

has to be paid aunaally, shows a serious condition of

things. For it must oe rexiiembered that the interest on

what we borrow this year will be doubled b}' next year's

borrowings. In cold type the figures are: Interest this

year, 15 millions; next year, 30 millio".' ; next year, 45

millions; next y^ar, 60 millions; adde.' course, to the

150 millions we are already paying on previous borrow-

ings of goods as loans or investments. The enormity of

the problem makes it almost overwhelming, and requires

that heroic measure^ br^ taken if the Canadian people
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ere to enjoy that degree of prosperity and comfort, that

their intelligence and industry, coupled with the almost

limitless rcsoiurces of the country, entitle them to have

and enjoy.

The prosperity of the United States can be largely

acv.ounted for by the determination of that government

to be financially independent of other countries to as

great a degree as possible, and the consequent large

amount of medium of exchange it provided by purchasing

enormous quantities of gold and silver bullion, and pay-

ing for it with certificates of small denomination which

were made legal tender. And providing as well through

its banking laws for the creation by local banks of what-

ever amount of medium of exchange a community re-

quired. Though I by no means believe that their bank-

ing laws are so much better than ours, that we should

copy them.

The great majority of the people appear to be utterly

oblivious of the fact that large and unexpected importa-

tion- of gooas caused by an actual though wholly artificial

need for borrowing moi.ey in other countries, may and

often does cause unemployment, even though the annual

consumption of good is as great as ever; for a family

must eat even though nothing is being earned, and the

charitable must pay the bill. During the idleness of

any considerable part of the population, food and other

goods are consumed, so it is not simply a question of no

addition to the combined wealth being made for a time,

or of standing still, but of previously created wealth

being consumed or destroyed. And there may be a

greater loss of wealth, through unemployment caused by

borrowing than is created through the supposed beneficial

effects of that borrowing.

The addition of intelligent, healthy and industrious

individuals to our population should be heartily wel-
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corned and encouraged. And our government -,hould be

so alive to its duties and rcsponaibilities that no lack of

money should hinder or nrevent an laimediate ipplica-

tion of their energies to lue object they ' ud in view at

the time of their arrival.

As soon as possible we should end forever uiis perni-

cious system oi getting deep, r and deeper into debt to

other countries. GetHnj. m debt i- no more profitable

to a country than to an individual, 'hen the time

comes that liabiliti. equal a ets, how rich is an indivi-

dual and how rich woul be a country.^ The wealth

would still exist, but the income would go to others and

we could only enjoy it if we repudiated our debts and

retained it by force

The situation is one that requires the deepest and

clearest thought on the part of every patriotic Canadian,

who should forever relinquish the defence -if he does

defend it— of financial methods that are detrimental to

the best interests of the country, even though their

continuation benefits him personally. Remember that

one hundred and fifty millions of (
, )llars worth of Can-

adian goods—not money—sent out of the country every

year to pay the interest on borrowed goods, with a prob-

able increase of fifteen millions of dollars in interest

charges each succeeding year on more borrowed goods,

will amount to three thousand millions of dollars in about

18 years—without anything having been paid off on the

principal sum, which by that time will have grown to a

debt of five thousand and seven hundred millions—with

an interest tribute so vast and exacting that it is no

wonder business conditions are unsatisfactory or that we

have periods of depression and unemployment, and our

Government unable to secure enough revenue to meet

current expenses.




